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such assignments. The result divided by the number of
all states and input possibilities is the probability of a
successful attack (i.e. undetected fault injection); assuming
the states and input patterns are random and equiprobable.
Such an assumption is valid for devices protected against
power analysis attacks, because the attacker is not able to
determine the exact system state before the fault injection.
The method is illustrated by two case studies: a small combinational multiplier used in an earlier work [8] and an industrial deterministic random number generator COSSMA [9],
[10]. We perform design space exploration and identify
Keywords: Fault attacks, Satisfiability, Error detection, large differences in vulnerability for designs with same cost,
allowing the designer to make informed choices. In addition,
Vulnerability analysis, Random Number Generators
we formally prove that the design with the largest possible
protection detects all single and double faults in COSSMA.
I. Introduction
The remainder of this work is structured as follows.
Integrated circuits increasingly process data that needs Section II gives an overview over the used basic algorithms
to be protected against unauthorized access; typically by and is divided into an introduction to SAT and #SAT
cryptographic algorithms that are inherently hard to break. (Section II-A) and to the ECMS@ fault model (Section II-B).
Attack scenarios that target the hardware implementation In Section III we then in detail present the method for
of an algorithm have been proposed and demonstrated in combinational and sequential circuits. The case studies are
the past. These attacks establish and utilize side channels presented in Section IV. Section V concludes the work.
over which protected data can be read or written; e.g.
II. Preliminaries
analysis of power consumption, electromagnetic emissions or
A.
Introduction
to
SAT
and #SAT
timing of operations. In order to manipulate the processed
data, physical faults are injected into the hardware [1]
The vulnerability metrics defined further below are calcuand the effects of the modified calculation are observed. lated by a method incorporating SAT-based automatic test
Successful fault-based attacks have been reported for a pattern generation (ATPG). In ATPG, a circuit with a fault
variety of systems, including RSA [2], AES [3], Trivium [4] is given, and an input vector (test pattern) is returned for
and LED [5].
which the outputs of the fault-affected and fault-free circuit
The protection of devices against fault-based attacks is differ. SAT-based ATPG expresses this as a Boolean formula
based on error-detection. The information is processed in which is passed to a SAT solver that searches for a satisfying
encoded form. When an error occurs, a non-codeword is assignment of the formula’s variables. The values of the
calculated and identified by the error-detection circuitry, returned test pattern are derived from the found assignment.
and an action like the system’s shut-down may be triggered. If no such assignment exists, the fault is undetectable. While
Standard codes may not detect all faults which lead to the SAT problem is NP-complete, recent powerful SAT
the development of concepts specifically targeting malicious algorithms including antom [11], glucose [12], lingeling [13]
attacks, including robust codes [6].
and miniSat [14] are capable of performing ATPG for multiThe method described in this paper has first been million-gate circuits [15].
introduced in [7]. It assesses the vulnerability of protected
Vulnerability analysis performed in this article targets
circuits to fault attacks by determining the probability that transient faults that are injected by a malicious attacker,
a modelled fault is not detected within a given number and not manufacturing defects. Rather than finding one
of clock cycles. We create a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) test pattern that identifies a fault, we are interested in the
instance which formalizes this concept. Each satisfying effects and detectability of the fault under a long stream
assignment of this instance corresponds to a system state of equiprobable inputs. The definition of “detection” in
and a sequence of inputs for which the fault is not detected. context of transient faults is less straight-forward than for
We then apply a #SAT solver to count the number of permanent manufacturing defects and will be discussed later.
Abstract—Vulnerability to malicious fault attacks is
an emerging concern for hardware circuits that process
sensitive data. We describe a new methodology to assess
the vulnerability to such attacks, taking into account
built-in protection mechanisms. Our method is based
on accurate modeling of fault effects and their detection
status expressed as Boolean satisfiability (SAT) formulae. Vulnerability is quantified based on the number of
solutions of such formulae, which are computed by an
efficient #SAT solver. We demonstrate the applicability
of this method by analyzing a sequential pseudo random
number generator and a combinatorial multiplier circuit
both protected by robust error-detecting codes.

For this reason, we are utilizing an extension of SAT known from S0 and S1 will play an important role in modeling of
as #SAT that counts the number of solutions satisfying a certain vulnerability scenarios.
To represent sequential behavior, values assumed by a line
given formula. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first application of #SAT in the field of circuit design and in different clock cycles are indicated by suffix @ followed
by the number of the clock cycle. For example, the following
analysis.
#SAT is much harder than SAT for a given formula. ECMS@ fault describes the stuck-at-0 behavior on the signal
A conventional SAT solver essentially performs depth-first line called victim in clock cycle 0 (i.e., this line will assume
search based on the classical DPLL method, [16], [17] the logic-0 value in clock cycle 0), provided that the signal
enriched by a number of performance enhancements, until line alert is 0 in clock cycles 0 and 1, while the line checked
one satisfying assignment is found. #SAT solvers, however, is non-fault-affected in clock cycle 1:
count the number of all solutions by decomposing the
alert@0 S0, alert@1 S0, checked@1 NF ∶ victim@0 sa0
Boolean formula into disjoint components. The #SAT-solver
used in this work, #antom, is built upon antom [11], a state- This example illustrates that the conditions in an ECMS@
of-the-art SAT algorithm.
fault do not necessarily have to describe the physical cause
To represent different vulnerability-related conditions, a of the fault. Here, the fault effect occurs in clock cycle 0
powerful fault modeling language is required. The next sec- whereas two of three conditions involve a later clock cycle
tion provides details on the fault representation formalism (namely 1). Such modeling is understood by Tiguan, and it
used in this work.
is also meaningful to represent vulnerability conditions. In
this example, alert might be a system-wide signal that is 1 if
B. Introduction to ECMS@
a fault is detected, and checked might be a line attached to
Our method employs the SAT-based ATPG tool a checker. Therefore, this fault describes a situation where
Tiguan [15] as the front-end to #antom (reviewed in the a fault on victim in cycle 0 is not detected (no alert) within
previous section). Tiguan supports the ECMS@ (Enhanced clock cycles 0 and 1, if checked is unchanged in cycle 1 but
Conditional Multiple-Stuck-at) model as a generic formalism not necessarily in cycle 0. If the original version of Tiguan
to capture complex manufacturing defect mechanisms [18]. finds a test pattern (here, a sequence of two input vectors
Here, we use it to create symbolic representations of fault and the initial state vector) that detects this fault, then
attacks and their consequences. For simplicity, we assume this test sequence exposes a vulnerability: a fault attack
attack-induced transient faults with duration of one clock that is undetected for two clock cycles. Tiguan integrated
cycle, although longer fault injections could be modeled as with the #SAT solver yields the total number of such
sequences, which can be used to quantify the probability of
well.
An ECMS@ fault is given by r condition lines a1 , . . . , ar such vulnerability as formalized in the next section.
(r ≥ 1 or r = 0 i.e. no conditions), each one of them associated
III. #SAT-based vulnerability analysis
to a condition ci ; and by q victim lines s1 , . . . , sq , (q ≥
In this work we consider two metrics that quantify the
1), each one of them associated to a logical value bj . The
meaning of such a fault is as follows: if all conditions ci are susceptibility of a circuit to malicious fault attacks: the
met at the same time, then each victim line sj will change its vulnerability vul and the attack success rate ASR. Both
value to bj . Consequently, Tiguan will attempt to generate metrics assume that the circuit is protected by errora test pattern that satisfies all the conditions and makes sure detecting circuitry and quantify the chances of an undethat the changes on the victim lines will result in different tected fault injection. Vulnerability relates the frequency
output values in the fault-free and the fault-affected circuit. of such successful attacks among all possible scenarios,
Tiguan supports several types of conditions, and only the including fault injections which were masked and had no
following subset of them is used for vulnerability analysis. effect at all, while ASR [8] considers only attacks resulting in
Recall that a SAT-based ATPG keeps two logic values for visible effects on system level. In the following, we formalize
each (relevant) signal line in the circuit: one for the fault- these metrics for combinational and sequential circuits.
free circuit and one for the circuit affected by the fault. The A. Combinational case
ECMS@ model enables control of both these values.
Let C be an n-input combinational circuit realizing the
● ci = 0: Line ai is set to 0 in the fault-free circuit;
Boolean function Z. We assume that C is equipped with
● ci = 1: Line ai is set to 1 in the fault-free circuit:
error-detecting circuitry connected to an output ED. In
● ci = F (Fault-affected ): fault effect is visible on line ci ,
this work, we consider attacks modeled as faults f that flip
that is, line ai has different logic values in the fault-free single or multiple signal lines of the circuit (also referred to
and the fault-affected circuit;
as victim lines) to logic-0 or logic-1 for the duration of one
● ci = NF (Non-Fault-affected ): fault effect must not be
clock cycle. In combinational circuits, such faults correspond
propagated through ai , the values in the two versions to single or multiple stuck-at faults. As introduced above,
of the circuit are identical).
let Z f be the Boolean function of C when fault f is injected.
● ci = S0: Line ai is set to 0 in the fault-free and in the
When test pattern t ∈ Bn is applied to the circuit’s inputs
fault-affected circuit;
and fault f is present, the value ED(t, f ) at output ED
● ci = S1: Line ai is set to 1 in the fault-free and in the
equals 1 if the fault is detected or 0 if the fault is not
fault-affected circuit.
detected.
Note that conditions 0 and 1 do not impose requirements
For a fault f , a test pattern t may belong to one of three
for the fault-affected version of the circuit. Their difference classes:
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1) No effect: Z(t) = Z f (t) (this implies ED(t, f ) = 0)
2) Detected attack: Z(t) ≠ Z f (t), ED(t, f ) = 1
3) Successful undetected attack: Z(t) ≠ Z f (t), ED(t, f )
=0
Let the number of patterns for which fault f is detected
be δ(f ), and let the number of patterns for which fault f
results in a successful undetected attack be σ(f ). Now we
can formally define the vulnerability and the attack success
rate for a fault f in a combinational circuit:
vul(f ) =

σ(f )
2n

ASR(f ) =

σ(f )
δ(f ) + σ(f )

of f ; since ED is always 0 in absence of faults, this implies
that the fault must be detected.
Then, Tiguan is applied to map the ATPG problems
for the two faults fσ and fδ , to SAT instances, and both
resulting SAT instances are given to the #SAT solver
#antom. The number of satisfying assignments for the SAT
formula originating from the ATPG problem for fault fσ
corresponds to the number of patterns for which a successful
attack is not detected, i.e. σ(f ). Analogously, δ(f ) is the
number of satisfying assignments for ATPG applied to fδ .
Knowing σ(f ), δ(f ) and the number of inputs n, calculating
vul(f ) and ASR(f ) is straightforward, using the formulae
given above.
One objective of our analysis is to calculate the vulnerability of individual circuit locations in order to identify the
likely attack targets (“weakest links”). This knowledge can
be used to guide re-synthesis or apply low-level protection
to the identified “weakest links” until vulnerability and/or
ASR becomes satisfactory for all elements in the circuit.
Several faults may be related to the same circuit location,
such as the single-stuck-at 1 and 0 faults on the same
signal line v. Assuming that the attacker cannot control
the polarity of the injected fault, it is useful to obtain the
vulnerability of v by aggregating the vulnerabilities for both
faults (indicated by v/1 and v/0 for brevity):
vul(v/1) + vul(v/0)
.
2
If multiple circuit locations v1 , . . . , vq are targeted, the
vulnerabilities of all 2q stuck-at faults of multiplicity q are
aggregated:
vul(v) =

1
vul(f ) quantifies the probability of a successful (undevul(v1 /b1 , . . . , vq /bq ).
vul(v1 , . . . , vq ) = q
∑
tected) fault injection assuming that the attacker cannot
2 (b1 ,...,bq )∈Bq
freely control the inputs of the block C and can thus
encounter any of the 2n possible input combinations with For double-attack analysis performed in this work the vulequal probability at the time of his attack. This assumption nerability of a pair v1 and v2 of circuit lines is vul(v1 , v2 ) =
is valid as the blocks being analyzed are often parts of 1/4 ⋅ (vul(v1 /1, v2 /1) + vul(v1 /1, v2 /0) + vul(v1 /0, v2 /1) +
a larger circuit such that no direct physical access is vul(v1 /0, v2 /0)). It is straightforward to extend this forpossible. While it is possible to use side-channel analysis, malism from vul to ASR.
e.g., observing the power consumption, to at least derive the
applied input combination, circuits including the COSSMA B. Sequential case
generator, used for evaluation later in this article, are deA sequential circuit has n inputs, m outputs and y
signed to have no or little information leakage through side flip-flops. A fault that affects a sequential circuit may
channels, thwarting such approaches. In contrast, ASR(f ) manifest itself in the clock cycle in which it occurred or in
is restricted only to attacks that do have visible effects a subsequent clock cycle. Consequently, it can be detected
(Z f (t) ≠ Z(t)) and quantifies the share of such attacks that immediately or in a later clock cycle. In this work, we
are not detected.
require that a fault is detected during a limited and finite
To calculate the values σ, δ, vul and ASR for faults from period of time (number of clock cycles); faults that are
a given fault list F , the flow from Figure 1 is employed. The not detected during that detection period are considered
circuit is represented by a hardware description language undetected. The definition of an error-detection period is
such as VHDL. Then, the following two ECMS@ faults important as the attacker requires finite time to perform his
are obtained for every single or multiple stuck-at fault f ∈ malicious calculation; if the fault has been identified long
F . ECMS@ fault fσ has the victim lines from f and one after it has occurred, it may not be possible any more to
condition ED = S0. A test pattern t detects fσ if it detects prevent damage.
f and at the same time results in ED(t, f ) = 0, i.e., errorTo model fault effects confined to k clock cycles upon
detection circuitry misses this fault although it is visible at fault injection, we extend the definitions of vul and ASR
an output. ECMS@ fault fδ again reuses the victim lines to sequential circuits that run for k clock cycles. Then,
from f and has condition ED = F . This fault is detected the circuit processes y + n ⋅ k logical values (the initial
by all patterns that detect the original fault f and result state and the input vector during each of the k clock
in different values on output ED in absence and presence cycles) and produces m ⋅ k output values in total. It is
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Distributions of vul(f ) and ASR(f ) for single and double stuck-at fault injections in the Braun multiplier

possible to map a sequential circuit to its k-step clock cycle
expansion: a combinational circuit that behaves identical to
the original sequential circuit during k clock cycles [19]. The
flow described in the previous section can then be applied
to this circuit.
One specific feature of the sequential COSSMA checker
design evaluated later in this article is its ability to flexibly
select outputs that are checked in individual clock cycles
(further details are provided below). Instead of explicitly
modeling the checker and the ED signal line, we considered value modifications at the checked outputs as fault
detections. This necessitated several slight changes to the
ECMS@ modeling, which are discussed in Section IV-B.

Table II
Braun multipliers: Average and worst-case ASR and vul
Braun
multiplier

single
attacks

Checker

Average ASR
over all victims
9.8%
21.5%
29.7%
36.8%
19.1%
23.4%
6.0%
8.1%
Average vul
over all victims
4.6%
16.5%
15.1%
24.9%
10.8%
16.8%
4.0%
6.2%

lin parity
GF(2)
GF(4)
GF(16)

lin parity
GF(2)
GF(4)
GF(16)

double
attacks

single
attacks

double
attacks

ASR of “weakest
link” victim
52%
70%
97%
97%
70%
80%
50%
59%
vul of “weakest
link” victim
50%
51%
50%
73%
50%
61%
50%
42%

IV. Applications and Experimental Results
A. Braun multiplier

targets two lines simultaneously, and the analysis is based
We used a small combinational Braun 4 × 4 multiplier on the four possible double-stuck-at faults. Columns 2
circuit [20] protected by the information redundancy scheme and 3 present the total number of attack scenarios under
such as in [8] to evaluate our flow for combinational these assumptions, and also the number of scenarios for
circuits. The combinational core is equipped with a check bit which the number of successful undetected attacks σ was
predictor and a consistency checker according to an error- 0. This is the case for a large number of attacks based
detecting code. As in [8], four codes have been considered: on a single fault injection. If the attacker has capabilities
one linear (parity) code and three non-linear robust codes to inject two faults simultaneously, most combinations of
over GF(2), GF(4) and GF(16), respectively. ASR has signal lines result in effects that are missed by the errorbeen estimated in [8] by an FPGA-assisted fault-injection detecting mechanism with non-zero probability. The run
experiment while the results reported here are exact. Note times reported in Columns 4 and 5 are small and scale
that the circuit in [8] has been synthesized using only favorably with the number of #SAT instances.
Table II contains specific ASR and vul results for the
inverters, NAND2 and NOR2 gates to facilitate electrical
Braun
multipliers. Columns 2 and 3 contain averages over all
analysis performed in that work. For our analyses in this
attack
targets (signal lines for single attacks and signal line
work we synthesized it with the full set of logic gates, so
that the gate-level net-lists are not identical to [8] and the pairs for double attacks). As expected, ASR (which excludes
faults with no effect) has larger absolute values than vul.
results not directly comparable.
Table I contains results for the four versions of the Columns 4 and 5 show the worst (largest) ASR and vul
Braun multiplier considering single and double attacks. encountered during analysis. All circuits contain lines with
As explained in Section III-A, a single attack targets a a significant vulnerability according to both metrics.
Figure 2 shows the detailed break-down of attack targets
single signal line in the circuit, and the analysis considers
both single-stuck-at faults on that line. A double attack in the different multiplier versions, according to classes
defined with respect to their vul or ASR values. Lighter
colors indicate the share of signal lines with greater vulneraTable I
bility, darker colors indicate those with smaller vulnerability.
Braun multipliers: Non-vulnerable locations and run-times
Consider for example the ASR - single attacks bar of GF(16):
we see more than half of the bar colored in the darkest color
Braun
Victims with σ = 0
#antom CPU time
multiplier
of all modeled targets
to calculate all σ, δ
black. This means that more than half of the signal lines
Checker
single
double
single
double
have an ASR value of 0%. The remainder of the bar consists
attacks
attacks
attacks
attacks
of colors representing ASR values of 1 − 10%, 11 − 20%,
lin parity
103/168
4100/14028
6s
2058 s
and 21 − 30% respectively. This shows, that this 4-checkbit
GF(2)
91/168
4095/14028
5s
1436 s
GF(4)
113/190
6328/17955
6s
2527 s
nonlinear code over GF(16) offers a much better protection
GF(16)
153/230
11628/26335
5s
2734 s
than e.g. its GF(2) counterpart, where a lot more signals
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malicious attack or a different reason is detected. A lowercost solution that checks only a sub-set of 16 output bits
s
s
s
s
in each clock cycle has been proposed in [9]; the hardware
implementation is shown in Figure 5. In clock cycle 0, the
sub-set consisting of 16 output bits connected to bits s0 of
the 16 NLIMSRs is checked (they must contain eight logic-1
and logic-0 values), in clock cycle 1, bits s1 of the NLMISRs
are checked, and so forth. We call this architecture 4-bit
single-checker.
o
o
o
o
In this work, we considered the 4-bit single-checker,
the complete checker (which evaluates all 64 outputs of
Figure 4. 4-bit NLMISR
COSSMA in all clock cycles), which we call quadruplechecker, and three “intermediate”-checker designs that
have greater ASR values indicated by large portions of the evaluate two or three different NLMISR output bits per
bar colored in light colors. The superiority of GF(16) is cycle.
To calculate vul and ASR for COSSMA, we leveraged
shown by both ASR and vul values, likewise for single and
the fact that all 16 NLMISRs are structurally identical. For
double faults.
this reason, it is sufficient to model the behavior of a single
B. COSSMA
NLMISR without sacrificing accuracy. Moreover, instead of
COSSMA (COmplete Set of State MAchines) [9] is a explicitly modeling the constant weight code checker and
deterministic random bit generator designed for use in its output ED, we observe that any output deviation on a
security-critical circuits [10]. It is protected against power checked output is detected, with two important exceptions
analysis by special state encoding using identical Hamming described next.
weights for its states, and against fault attacks by a selfFirst, as COSSMA and all NLMISRs are sequential,
testing constant weight code checker [21].
the error may be detected in subsequent clock cycles. As
The overall design of COSSMA is shown in Figure 3. It is suggested in [9], we assumed four clock cycles to be the errorcomposed of 16 identical non-linear multiple-input signature detection period mentioned in Section III-B. Second, faults
registers (NLMISRs), all sharing the same four input bits. that impact two checked outputs with different polarities
One NLMISR is shown in Figure 4. It has four flip-flops are not detected. For instance, a fault that flips s0 from 0 to
and supports two primitive polynomials, 1 + x3 + x4 and 1 and simultaneously flips s1 from 1 to 0 is not detected (in
1 + x + x4 . Switching between polynomials is controlled by clock cycle 0), if both s0 and s1 are checked. We addressed
the XOR of all four input bits.
this problem by modifying the SAT instances to exclude
The 16 NLMISRs are initialized with pairwise different such fault detections.
four-bit states. It can be shown that such 16 NLMISRs
The results are reported in Tables III and IV, with layouts
running in parallel will have 16 pairwise different states in identical to Tables I and II, respectively. It can be clearly
every clock cycle. Since the internal states of all 16 NLMISRs seen that the triple-checker is better than both doubleare directly connected to COSSMA’s primary outputs, the checkers which in turn clearly outperform the single-checker.
64-bit COSSMA output is always a permutation of 16 fourbit sequences. As a consequence, the Hamming weight of
Table III
the output is always 32. Moreover, when considering only
4-bit-NLMISR: Non-vulnerable locations and run-times
the sub-set of 16 COSSMA outputs that are connected to
a specific flip-flop within each NLMISR (e.g., the rightmost
COSSMA
Victims with σ = 0
#antom CPU time
4-bit NLMISR
of all modeled targets
to calculate all σ, δ
flip-flop in all 16 NLMISRs), the Hamming weight of these
Checker
single
double
single
double
16 outputs must be 8. This property is utilized to detect
attacks
attacks
attacks
attacks
fault-based attacks.
Single
0/20
0/190
52 s
2037 s
It is possible to attach a 64-bit constant weight code
Double-Interlaced
13/20
48/190
18 s
649 s
Double-Neighbor
3/20
3/190
41 s
1374 s
checker [21] to the outputs of COSSMA to check that the
Triple
13/20
51/190
34 s
1154 s
number of logic-1 bits is 32; if it is not, a fault due to a
1
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0
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Distributions of vul(f ) and ASR(f ) for single and double stuck-at fault injections in the 4-bit NLMISR

Note that the NLMISR with the single-checker has not
a single line with a perfect protection, i.e., σ = 0. The
quadruple-checker, not shown in the table, detects all single
and double attacks. Even a double attack cannot modify an
output such that its Hamming weight remains constant
over four clock cycles. The double-interlaced-checker is
significantly better than the double-neighbor-checker despite
identical hardware cost. This is further substantiated by the
detailed break-down in Figure 6.
V. Conclusion
We demonstrated a new method to calculate the exact
probabilities of physical faults yielding undesired behavior.
The exactness is achieved by #SAT procedures that leverage recent advances in Boolean satisfiability solving. The
method can be used to evaluate a circuit’s vulnerability to
fault attacks. We demonstrated the practical applicability
of the method by analyzing several combinational and
sequential designs protected by error-detecting circuitry.
The computation time for all case studies was manageable
and future work has to explore possible scaling boundaries.
The analysis automatically identified properties of the
circuit which were not known before, like the probability
of an uninformed attack circumventing different checker
implementations.
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Table IV
4-bit-NLMISR: Average and worst-case ASR and vul
COSSMA
4-bit NLMISR
Checker

single
double
attacks
attacks
Average ASR
over all victims

single
double
attacks
attacks
ASR of “weakest
link” victim

Single
Double-Interlaced
Double-Neighbor
Triple

52.8%
50.5%
17.5%
16.5%
27.9%
26.2%
8.8%
8.1%
Average vul
over all victims
25.2%
34.4%
8.8%
11.5%
14.0%
17.9%
4.6%
5.6%

75%
75%
50%
50%
50%
50%
25%
25%
vul of “weakest
link” victim
38%
56%
25%
38%
25%
38%
13%
19%

Single
Double-Interlaced
Double-Neighbor
Triple

vul - double attacks
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